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Prankster 
cans again 
by Mark Schlueb 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
· "I want to rub your feet." 
That's. what the man on the 
phone whispered to Marilyn 
Porthouse. 
Just by picking up the phone 
while working for the College 
of Arts and Sciences last Tues-
day, Porthouse became the' lat-
est reported victim of harass-
ing calls at UCF. 
Police say these types of 
phone calls are on the rise. 
"This guy is starting to be a 
real pain," said Crime Preven-
tion Officer Randy Mingo. 
Authorities are unsure 
whether the call to.Porthouse 
is related to several comolaints 
from women two weeks ago. 
The women claimed to have 
been called by a man named 
Denny Rogers, but according 
to police reports, the man didn't 
mention feet. 
Police have been unable to 
apprehend the perpetrator of 
these calls. "Denny Rogers is a 
false name," Mingo said . 
The call to Porthouse may be 
connected to several received by a . 
worker at the campus hair salon 
POLICE continued page 3 
CRAFTY CHILDREN Student 
injured 
in wreck 
by Mark Schlueb 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
A UCF student's condi-
tion is improving after 
crashing into a light pole 
last Wednesday. 
David Simmons is in se-
rious, but stable condition 
at Orlando Regional Medi-
cal Center; a hospital 
spokesperson said. 
Simmons was airlifted to 
the hospital after the acci-
dent at 12:1 7 a.m. on March 
1 7. He was initially listed 
-Danielle-Williams, a junior in elementary education, works with Garrison Roe, in critical condition. 
2. Williams and other students from UCF's education program helped children , According to police, 
make hats and other crafts at the Winter· Park Art Festival. (DeHoogtFUTURE) Simmons's car struck a 
' light pole at the intersec-Aborti cin debate gets violent- tion of Technology Drive 
and Research Parkway. 
Bill Cushing engiIJeer,isoneofthoseconcerped ric, they proclaim that they are at "It was my understand-
EDITOR IN CHIEF withthenewandbrutalaspectsof war,"hesaid,equatingsomeofthe ing that the veh1cle was 
· the demonstrations being staged newt.acticst.o"stalking."Henot.ed traveling at a high rate of 
After a shooting incident re-· outside of ~rlion clinics in the that threats of physical violence speed," said UCF Officer 
sulted in the death of a doctor -· ·state. A five-year member of the have become so blatant that the Randy Mingo. 
working at a Pensacola abortion National Organization for death of Dr. David Gunn seemed Although the UCF Police 
clinic, arguments between pro- c Ian hair a1m Women, ar derseivesasc · ostinevitableandalargenum- Department is now patrol-
choiceandright-t.o-lifegro~pshave of Clinic Defense Task Force for ber of doctors working at Florida ling Research Park, Florida 
become more acrimonious. the state's32 chapters ofNOW. Highway Patrol is investi-
Carl Carlander, an Orlando "If you've listened t.otherheto- ABORTION page 3 gating the accident. 
Hitt addresses non-traditional students' problems 
Hitt spoke Thursday about the role of 
non-traditional students. (f!~=-'~' 'TURE) 
by Deborah Ai'1SWOr1h 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
He said there will always be a sizeable cadre of18- to 22-
year-olds at UCF, but, 'That doesn't mean we have to fail to 
pay attention to you." 
President Hitt met with members of the Non-tradi- Some state universities and' community colleges have an 
tfonal Student Association Tllursday afternoon for an administrative office t.o deal exclusively with non-tradi-
informal discussion t>f their concerns and ideas. tional students. Although there is an office for evening and 
Questions for the president ranged from the possi- weekend students at UCF, there is no office for non-tradi-
bility of using credit cards to pay for tuition t.o the need tional students. Many also attend UCF in the daytime. Hitt 
for more night and weekend classes. liked the idea of such an office: "I've always been a great 
Hittacknowledgedthatnon-traditional-agestudents, advocate of a one-stop shopping concept." · 
many who are juggling work and family obligations, Butbudgetoonstraintsplayanroleindeterminingwhatnew 
may have difficulty getting the classes ~~~~~~~~~ services are offered to students. Hitt point.ed out 
they need. He said 13,000 students at the that oommunity oollPCJ'es uet funding in a lump 
"~e're1·ust now ~0· 0 UCF attend classes at night. "The notion sum and can allocate funds as needed. 'They 
that we don't offer night courses is wrong ... talking about have a better deal than universities,"he said . 
... The question is, howdoweoffertheright education He also commented about funding inequi-
classes," Hitt said. ties in the state university system. He said 
He suggested asking for more student changing." UCF ought to be in the middle of the state's 
input into scheduling to determine which • John Hitt prioritiesforuniversityfunding. "In fact, we're 
classes they need and when to offer them. UCF PRESIDENT dead last," he said. 
The colleges determine the class sched- A 31-year-old advertising/public relations 
ules, he added. major, whose two children attended the meeting 
Although non-traditional students make up about withher, t.oldHiitthattheuniversitydoesnotseemresponsive 
40 percent of the students enrolled in college (not just to the needs of single parents. She questioned whether the 
at UCF, but around the country), educators are just universityhasthewill,thevisionandtheresourcestomeetthe 
beginning to recognize the needs of these adult stu- needs of single parents. 
dents. Hitt said, "We're just now getting to the point 
where we're talking about education changing." 
CLASSIFIEDS page 5 
NON-TRAlJITIONAL continued page 3 
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• PUBLIC RELATIONS 
Responsible _for SG com-
munications endeavors 
(students & community) 




Vl(f PRf ~ID f Nl 
' 
' .ACADEMIC AFFAIRS DIRECTOR • ATTORNEY GENERAL 
ResponsibleforSGacademic Represents SG and Uni-
. relations and reform efforts versity on all disciplinary 
~atters._ Actively reform 
, statutes and s_tudent legal 
documents . 
• CAMPUS SERVICES DIRECTOR • Gov'T RELATIONS DIRECTOR • COMPTROLLER 
Responsible for Branch-
Campus· operations. 
Coordinates all KIOSK, 
MacLab and other tangible 
SG services. 
• JUDICIAL ADVISOR/ 
SPECIAL PROJECTS 
Provides advice to students 
regarqing university prob-
lems. Coordinates special 
projects. 
Lobbies govemmel).t entities 
on behalf of students. 
Oversees fiscal accounts of 
SG. Supervises Auditing 
efforts and guides A&SF 
allocation process . Super-
vises Auditors and · C&O 
consultant. 
OTHER PosITIONS Av AIIjABLE 
· APPLICATIONS · 
DEADLINE: April 15 INTERVIEWS: April 16 · 26 
• Available in SG, Student Center Room 155 
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Negotiating with a Roommate from Hell 
College Press Service Leanne Call, a reporter for the West-
ern Star, the newspaper for Western 
Meet the Roommate from Hell. Oregon State College in Monmouth, 
She borrows your white interviewed dozens of stu-
sweater, then slips it care- dents about their experi-
fully back in your closet- "Learning ... to enbcest filo.r .a rec~tnt ts.tory 
with a new tea stain. He a ou ivmg s1 ua ions 
comesindrunk.Sheflickson share, is part Of that are less than perfect. 
theoverheadlightasyouare the experi- One student said he 
driftingofftosleep.SheplayS ence. 11 foundarOOmmaterummag-
musiC of questionable taste ing through his drawers. 
at top decibel. She smokes: ·Adrian Sch~iss "I'mjust looking for drugs," 
you don't. Your lunch money XAVIER UNIVERSITY she announced. Another 
vanishes. student came home to find 
There is no more bitter his roommate having sex 
rite of passage than sharing space with with someone - on HIS bed, no less. 
a disastrous roommate. Many college . On: unfortunate. st~dent reported 
students have never bunked with a that his roommate did his laundry only 
brother or sister, much less experi- once ~he entire se~ester, ~nd an ever-
enced being trapped with a stranger growmg mountam of dirty clothes 
who does things they don't understand. threatened to take ove.r the small room. 
Some first-year students are so dis- , Anotherstudentsaid_aformer.room-
traught over a Roommate from Hell m~te hosted a four-day orgy m the 
that they pack their bags and call it middle of finals, made drunken phone 
quits. "Come get me " they tell bewil- calls to 911 and put a vodka bottle full 
dered parents. ' - of dimes in the microwave oven. 
Everyone has a horror story. What's a student to do? 
~~~~~Announcements~~~~~ 
National Organization for 
Women 
The National Organization for Women 
chapteratUCFis holding its first monthly 
picnic. The picnic will be hel.d at 10:30 
a.m. Sunday at Lake Claire. Members 
from area NOW chapters are invited, 
as well as other organizations on cam-
pus and interested members of the 
community. The picnic is potluck so 
bring a dish. Call 263-420.2. 
Omicron Delta Kappa Nomi· 
nations 
Nomination forms for membership in 
Omicron Delta Kappa (ODK) National 
Leadreship Honor Society are avail-
able at AD 282 (Student Affairs) and the 
Student Center Main Desk. Juniors, 
seniors and graduate students who 
have demonstrated leadership in uni-
versity life and academically rank in the 
. ~'·.=;=:i upper 35 percent of their college are . eligible to apply. Nomination forms must ·be returned by Friday. 
Getting a Joumalism Job 
The UCF Society of Professional Journal-
ists is hosting a panel dsrussion on" Jour-
naism in the '90s-Getting a Job" Friday 
from 1-3 p.m. in PH 220. Everyone is 
welcome. Call 281-9318 for details. 
in the ibrary. Technology for America's ! 
Economic Growth: A New Direction to j 
Build Ecooomic Strength. This is a WMe i 
House Paper which disrusses the new l 
administration'stechoologyinitiatives. Tech- 1 
nology development is actiressed as it i 
concerns business, education, science, ~ 
health care and the need for a new informa- ' 
tion infrastructure. BITNET Lists of Lists: 
This 69-page paper ists all of the disrus-
sion groups available through BITNET. 
Some of the topics covered include Africian-
American Research, Health· Care Reform, 
Republican Politics and Women in Science 
and Engneering. 
Technology After Hours 
The Central Florida Council for High Tech- i 
nology will be presenting the third stage in 1 
Its new Technology After Hours series with l 
a presentation on "Strategic Mistakes Made 1 
By Growing Businesses."The meeting is at 1 
7 p.m. Tuesday at the offices of Thomas W. ~ 
Ruff, 711 S. Or1an00 Ave. Cost is $5. Call - ~ 
UCMime Company to Come 
toUCF 
The UCF Wesley Fourdation is proud to 
host the UCMime Cofll)any from Kent 
State University. UCMime is affiiated with 
United Chnstian Mir1stries and urder the 
direction of Rev. Chuck Graham. They will 
beperfoming atvarioustimes Wednesday ! 
on the Green. They will also perfoming at ~ 
4p.m. atthe SOLforthe Wesley Fellowship i 
meeting. The Wesley Foundation is a j 
Christion Outreach of the United Methocist ! 
ChurCh. j 
"Learning to live with roommates, 
to share, is part of the college experi-
ence," said Adrian Schiess, director of 
freshman programs at Xavier U niver-
sity in Cincinnati. 
Until the1970s, say officials, the· hous-
ing staff would throw students together 
incoming students for six years, divid-
ing the class into general "types" and 
matching up roommates accordingly. 
"Most people are satisfied with our 
choices," said Mac Johnson, vice presi-
dent for student affairs at Roanoke 
College. 
randomly, even alphabeti- ~~~~~~~~~ At Hood College in 
cally, in dorm rooms. The Frederick, Md., Barbara 
past decade, however, has "Most people Engram, directorofcoun-
seen a shift to a consumer are s_atified seling, wrote the "Room-
consciousness aimed at mate Negotiation Work-
keeping students satisfied. With OUr book." At Wartburg Col-
In. spite of sophisticated choices. II lege, Armstrong said "ne-
methods of roommate selec- gotiation kits" are distrib-
tion, such as computerized ·Mac Johnson uted to new roommates. 
matching,, roommate night- ROANOKE COLLEGE They contain step-by-step 
mares are so prevalent that guides to all the common 
colleges now offer conflict problems that can occur in a residence 
resolution procedures and special train- , hall room. 
ing for resiqent assistants to help bring At Susquehanna University in 
peace to the dorms of the 1990s. Selinsgrove, Pa., housing officials try to 
There. are sufficient challenges· on . create the best match before roommates 
campus without being stressed by an get together by having them answer 
· incompatible roommate. The staff at questions about personal habits. The 
Roanoke College in Salem, Va. offered r~sident assistants have the roommates 
the Myers-Briggs personality test to draw up contracts ifthere are disputes. 
Abortion clinics becoming battlefields? · · 
ABORTION, 
FROM. PAGE 1 
abortion clinics have stopped doing so. 
. "It tells us that these terrorists have 
done their jobs," he said. 'They're not con-
tent to restrict it to just protest." 
While the Pensacola incident has done 
much to polarize the two extremities of the 
groups on either side of the abortion debate, 
it has also mobilized a number of moderate 
groups to act and speak up. 
Many in this group include both onli-
nary citizens and members of the cloth. 
GinaEd~ards, a UCFstudent~ said that 
although she has tried to re~ neutral on 
the abortion debate, therecentshootinghas 
encouraged her to consider helping activ-
ists such as Carlanderin helping women to 
~ss the picket lines. 
Likewise, Rev. Billy Thomas, a Baptist 
pastorfromJacksonvilleBeach, saidhehas 
been compelled to strengthen his stance 
both personally and spiritually. Thomas is 
no stranger to unwanted pregnancies, hav-
ing worked with many inner city youth in 
both Louisville, Ken. and Jacksonville. 
"While I may be anti-abortion, fm pro-
choice because I don't believe that making 
abortion illegal will stop it," Thomas said 
"The violent actfons - any violent 
action in the world done in the name of 
Christ ·or God - does more damage to 
the church" than it does to bring in the 
points of Christian morality, Thomas 
said. As a pastor, he hopes that acts such 
as.the one carried out by Griffin will not 
be associated with the concepts and prac-
tices of Christianity. :-. 
"Myexperiencehasbeenthat(notmany) 
use abortion as a method of bir,th control," 
he said. 'They were simply desperate people 
in a desperate situation who were making 
the best decision they could." 
lnmanyrespects, ThomasandCarlander 
are on the same side of the issue. 
"We think we sheuld attack the route 
of the problem, not the symptom," 
Car lander said. Some' of the options he 
sees open to preventing unwanted preg-
nancies include birth control and sex 
education in the schools. 
One thing Carlander said is a cer-
tainty is the fact that the debate is not 
part and parcel of humanity. 
"The analogy would be, 'let's talk about 
the death penalty,m he said "It'll be an 
issue that will be with us forever. I don't 
know who is not pro-life; that's not the 
issue here. The issue is woman's right to 
choose, reproductive rights and protect-
ing legal activities in a democracy." 
However, the question now is whether 
the differences can be• settled without 
brutality. 
. AsThomassaid:"Ifeelagreatamount 
of anxiety as a legitimate pastor of a 
small church having to contend with the 
world that sees more of this craziness in 
the media than the benefits of being 
attached to a legitimate, community-
oriented faith." 
Some believe prank caller has foot fetish 
Golden Key Shadow Days 
Golden Key National Honor Society is 
sponsoring the Shadow Days Pro-
gram. Local high school students will 
shadow UCF students for a day. 
Shadow day will begin at 8:45 a.m. 
Friday in the SOL. All Golden Key and 
Phi Eta Sigma members are welcome 
to participate. Call Dennis at 381-
5750 or Mike at 277-7829. 
: ·POLICE . 
UCF ~inematography 1 FROM PAGE 1 
other victims. 
Police say the suspect has gained admit-
tance to other offices in the same way. 
Assocoation . j ------------
Talk about movies, learn about film : 
shoots and work on projects. Mettings ! 
New Items in Library are from 6 p.m.-8 p.m. Mondays in film ! 
T~ new Items have been JU on reserve portable PC-3. All are welcome. ! 
l .................................................................................................................................................................................................. J 
Hitts suggests non-traditional students office 
NON-TRADITIONAL 
FROM PAGE 1 
Hitt responded, "I'm working very hard 
to see that we do, but I can't see today that 
we have the will and the vision." 
However, the university is looking at 
ways to make the orientation and registra-
tim process more responsive to theneedsm 
nontraditional students. 
While administrators said the services 
aretherefornon-traditional students, many 
students at the meeting said they were 
unaware of them. 
Hitt suggested that communication and 
coordination of services may be part of the 
problem. He said, "We might have the 
makings of a beautiful necklace, but right 
now it's beads and strings in a box.~ 
during the fall term. This leads some to 
speculate that the calls may be the work of 
someone with a long-standing foot fetish. 
The Central Florida Futur~ urges 
anyone who has received a call from 
this man to come forward. 
In other news: 
• Police believe the man they are 
seeking in connection with several of-
fice thefts has struck again. 
Jennifer Dyck's wallet was taken 
from her office in Howard Phillips Hall 
on March 15. According to police re-
ports, a man asked her for directions to · 
the Psychology Department. Later, she 
left her office unattended. Her descrip-
tion of the man matched that given by 
The man is described as black, in his 
early20s,about120pounds,between5feet 
10 inches and 6 feet tall with a slender build 
and a boxed haircut. 
•A barbecue grill was stolen from the 
SigmaAlphaEpsilonhouse. Patrick Fischer 
owned the grill Fischer waited until after 
Spring Break before reporting the theft, 
thinkingoneofbisfraternitybrothers might 
have borrowed it. 
The grill has a white propane tank, and 
hasthenameFischerprintedonit in3-inch 
letters. 
• Rebakah Greene's bike was stolen 
from the bike racks at Volusia Hall. 
The bike is an 1988 Peugot with 
Greene's driver's license number etched 
above the pedal. 
4 Tiie c.nt FIDrida F.._. • March 23, 1993 
l..ookingforbusiness,mar-
keting or any major inter-
ested in earning money: 
The sky's the limit. 
The Central Florida Fu-
ture has unlimited oppor-
tunitiesforadvertisingrep-
resentatives. Payment is 
made on a generous com-
mission basis and the only 
requirements are a pooi-
tiveandmotivatedperson-
ality. Prior experience in 
sales is helpful, but not 
required 
Call Bill or Tisha at 823-
2602. 
The sooner you st.art, 
the sooner you earn. 








· · A Name Change 
Uncontested Dissolution 
UCFs Student Legal Services provides free 
legal consultation and representation in 
cert(lin legal areas for qualified UCF ~tudents. 
For information or an appointment 
call 823-2538 
or stop by the Student Center 
Room 210 
Monday-Friday 8 a.m.-5 p.m. 
funded Uuou~'l i\cdv;ty k Service Fl'\! by the Student Government N.sociation 
/ ' 1"2 Tho Q,,., Go<doo O.oo"''""· · . . . 












WEDNESDAYS~ AFTER 4 PM 
Talk about a heavy course load. If you're a UCF student or staff 
member, just show us your ID and we'll give you all-you-can-eat 
spaghetti with tomato sauce. Plus unlimited fresh garden salad 
and warm garlic breadsticks. . .II#• 
It's all just $5.25. And you ~-,r-c, 
don't have to be a math () • 
maj?r to figure out that 
thats a great deal. . ITALIAN 
WHERE At .I .THE BEST OF I1A1 Y Is YoL RS.~ 
Available only ot: 
Orlando, E. Colonial Or., just east of Alafaya Trail, 381-8084. 
Turn ideas 
into big deals 
Kinko's can instantly enlarge your artwork into signs, 
posters, and banners on a variety of colorful papers and 
card stocks. They're ideal for presentations, 
displays, event notices, and teaching tools. 
t Enlarge your favorite photo or design 
t Create banners up to 18" x 48" 
t Instant 18" x 24" posters 
r------------------, 1 One FREE 18" x 24" poster 
I BringthiscouponandyourphotoordesignintotheKinko'slistedandreceive 
I one FREE 18". x 24" poster, black toner on 60# paper. One coupon per 
I customer. Not valid with other offers. Valid through April 30, 1993. 
I Open. 24 hours kinko•s· I 658-9518 I 12215 University Blvd. 
(Across from UCF) the copy center L! . .. 
• Patients in smck • Accident Victims 
·• Provide intravenous fluids • Provide clotting factors 
for bums, surgery, or for hemophiliacs 
treatments of illness • New Reasearch on life 
threatening diseases 
You can earn over $100 per month. 
"We would like to compensate you for your 
time when giving the gift of life" 
BHl'.\'.G THIS AD A:\D HECEl\'E $10 BO'.\l'S 
FOR YOl 'R FIRST DO'.\ATIO~ 
Call for information _and/or appointment 









6 am - ll pm Friday 6 am - 10 pm 
9 am - 8 pm _ Sunday 12 - 5 pm 
6615 E. Colonial Drive 
Orlando, FL 32807 
(407) 658-8000 
r---;;E;;::;~~;;--, 
I STAFF ENROLL FOR 1/2 PRICE AND GET I 
I MONTHLY MEMBERSIHP FOR ONLY $19.95 I 
I A MONTH WITH THIS COUPON I 
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GREEK CORNER 
DEL TA SIGMA Pl 
Brothers & pledges, tomorrow is 
Alumni night. Perfect opportunity to 
show them that Theta Sigma today is a 
synergized as its ever been. Proud to 
be a Deltasig!!I · 
Delta Delta Delta is psyched for greek 
week! Good luck greeks and watch out 
for the grinch. Great job Stacie C. ! 
TAU KAPPA EPSILON 
Teke week is back! We don't think 14 
titles is quite enough, so we are going 
to take another one. Can anyone stop 
us .. .I don't think so!!! Greek sing is 
tomorrow. Be at the house at 6:00. Floor 
hockey is tonight at 8:10 vs. Pike. 
Softball is tomorrow at 5:00 vs. Pike. 
DELTA TAU DELTA 
a Ta GREEK WEEK '93 
IT AIN'T NO FAIRY TALE! 
ALUMNI PICNIC WAS A BIG 
SUCCESS 
ALL BRO'S AND PLEDGES: 
WEAR GREEK WEEK SHIRTS & 
JERSEYS 
ALPHA KAPPA PSI 
Congratulations to Mufapdal Bootwala 
for receiving the International Student 
of the Year Award! Pledges, everyone 
is doing a great job and the brothers 
are proud of you! Getting ready for the 
biggest yellow rose ever. Glad to be a 
brother of Alpha Kappa Psi! 
KAPPA DELTA 
Attn: Kappa Delta will be hosting its 
first annual War of the Wings! You 
decide who has the best wings in 
Orlando on March 28th at Lake Claire 
from 2-5. Tickets are $3 and can be 
purchased at the KL\ house or from any 
sister. Thanks to rAE, Pike, and Tri 
Delt for a great social. Ladies-greek 
week is here-let's win it all! 
CLUB INFO 
AA meeting every Wedn~sday 12J100n 
SC 211. 
Fellowship of Christian Athletes Thurs. 
night 7:00 at WDSC. 
Outlanders 
Come out to Lake Claire Sat. 3/27 for 
the all terrain bike race. T-shirt & gifts 
for all participants. 1st timer to expert 
divisions for m/f. Call Ted at 384-8682 
to enter. Outlanders meet at 4pm every 
Tues. at the gazebo. Join us to plan the 
activities you want to do. 
New Chapter of National Organization 
for Women (N.O.W.) on campus. Come 
join us on Mondays at 4:00 pm in SC211 
Hola Hispano! 
HASA has its meetings every Tuesday 
at 5pm in the SOL For more info. call 
Miguel 862-4121. 
Management Info. Systems Assoc. 
MISA is an organization dedicated to 
preparing students for a future in the 
field of information systems. We have 
workshops to help improve computer 
skills and improve your resume. 
Employers are increasingly looking for 
and requiring new employees tq have 
computer experience. Our MISA office 
is located in room 362 of the business 
administration. 
PHI THETA KAPPA 
AP PAK ATE HT IHP 
Oops! Pikers, get the spirit for April 1, 
packettes 2;00, confer rm admn 2nd 
floor, and meeting 6:00 in HPB 215. 
Call 823-2231, 382-5933 to rsvp! 
Attention Golden Key & Phi Eta Sigma 
members! General meeting Thursday 
March 25 SC 217 7:00pm. 
Returning to school? If you are in an 
unusual situation and need help or 
advice, call Gina at 823-2191. ' 
Nat'I Organization for Women (NOW) 
invites you to a picnic. It will be on 
Sunday, March 28th from 10:30am to 
1 :OOpm. Potluck-bring food to share. 
RSVP if poss. 263-4202. This event held 
at Lk. Claire. 
ROOMMATES 
FINS wanted to share 2bd/2 1/2ba town-
house in Cambridge Circle with w/d. 
$260 mo. C~ll Karly 823:4116 Iv msg. 
Need F N/S fo share room and bath in 
2br/2 1/2 ba twnhs. $121 + 1/4util. Near 
UCF. Call 273-3268. 
Female, non-smoking roomate for 
house near campus. $225 & 1/3 
utilities. Call 365-2940. Available 
3/1193. 
Clean, NS female to share 2br/2ba apt. 
in Alafaya Woods. $263 per mo. plus 
1/2 utilities. Call Tammy at 365-6203. 
NS F needed to share 2bd2ba apt near 
UCF call Ashley 658-4710. 
FOR RENT 
Free Apartment Finding Service 
Apartment Locator Specialists, Inc. 
3300 University Suite 246 657-8282 
Bri~ yea bike to tbe 
llll IYIM6S n)(>bie repc.r ~ce -
Every W~, 9- 2 pn>, aaoss froro t1)e Wid Pizza..(J(f c:anJP<1S 
' March 23, 1993 
*Sherwood Forest* 
3/2 and 212 Available for Immediate 
Occupancy Call OMV Properties Inc. 
657-1967 
Biweekly contract student apartment 
very good rate please call 273-1500. 
For rent at Alafaya Woods Ct. 2 beds, 
2 bath, washer and dryer, call 695-0548. 
Hidden Oaks condo. Goldenrod Rd & 
UCF Blvd. 3 bdrm 2 1/2bath. End unit. 
Washer/dryer, microwave. $650 + 
deposit. Immediate occupancy call 
647-3177. 
Rooms for rent-summer term-males 
only-fraternity house, all utils. included, 
cabl~. full kitchen, pool table, games, 
private bath, $200-300 call for details 
872-0373. 
Sherwood Forest, 212, washer, dryer, 
ceiling fans $525 mo. & dep 331-9334. 
Large efficiency, 600 sqft. all kitchen 
appliances, pool , tennis, central heat & 
air, Winter Park Woods (University & 
436) 1 year lease $300 mo. 671-4099. 
2 br 2 ba townhouse for rent walking 
distance to campus. Available now $450 
David 249-2865. 
Condo 2bed/2bath Fox Hunt, spa, all 
appl., wash/dryer, $575, 847-0565. 
For rent: 3bed/2bath w/washer, dryer, 
1 mile from UCF. $600 per month. Call 
(813) 439-6933 or (407) 366-4405. 
FOR SALE 
New 486NGA color $895 or 386/VGA 
$733 used computer, desk & printer 
$250 upgrades, , repairs, trade-ins 
869-8894. 
SIS waterbed: 4drwrs, headbo~rd, and 
heater call Jay at 281-6077 
212 condo, 1050 sq. ft., plus screen,ed 
balcony. The Colonies, 5.5 mi. UCF. 
Kenmore series 60 heavy duty washer/ 
dryer set multiple speeds/water levels 
automatic dryer settings great condition! 
$225 for set. Call 671-8999. 
For sale: 2 Pioneer 3ft. floor speakers . 
3 way speaker system 150w excellent 
condition. Set $150 call 365-6137. 
AUTOS 
1989 Dodge Daytona. Great condition. 
$4125. Call Tami; 671-9950. 
'92 Mitsubishi Eclipse, burgundy, 5 spd, 
ac/am-fm stereo. 17000 miles $1000 
and assume payments. Call 671-6125 
HELP WANTED 
RPS needs pit package handlers from 
3-7 am $7 per hour. Call 297-3715. 
Cruise Ships Now Hiring-earn $2000+/ 
month & world travel (Hawaii, Mexico, 
the Caribbean, etc.) Holiday, summer 
and career employment available. No 
experience necessary. For employ-
ment program call 1-206-634-0468 ext. 
C5418. 
Greeks & clubs raise a cool $1000 in 
just one week! Plus $1000 for the 
member who calls! And a free igloo 
cooler if you qualify. Call 
1-800-932-0528, ext. 65. 
Holiday Inn UCF needs entertainment 
in the lounge. If you can sing and play 
a variety of music, (piano available) 
contact Mr. Donavan at 275-9000. 
Come join ·our team! 
International Employment-make 
$2000+/month teaching basic 
conversational English abroad. Japan 
& Taiwan. No previous training 
required. For employment program call 
(206) 632-1146 ext. J5418. · $29500. 645-5706. • . ; . . 
Computer-leading edglxt w/enhanced 
speed. Hercules graphics, 5.25" 
internal/ 3.5" external, 40 meg hd, · 
$300/obo Call 898-9450. 
Sailboat 17' MFG Sidewinder. Needs 
some work, all parts/equip. included 
$650/obo. Call 898-9450. 
Sailboat 16' AMF Alcort, Flying Fish. 
Cat-rigged daysailer, trailer included. 
$1100/obo. Call 898-9450. 
1yr. bedroom set. $600. 671-9950. 
Childcare needed 2:45-6:30pm M-F 
ages 10, 9, 6 Tuscawilla must have 
own transportation 366-3934 after 7. 
Ambitious out-going self-starter in his/ 
her own business. To find out more, 
call Rob T onneberger 324-5776. 
Free room & board & small allowance 
in exchange for childcare 657-8859 . 
~ . Arbour Village Apari:n1ents: 
- -~ . ":"~
Arbour Village ... Nature's Beauty Surrounds You. 
The freshness of country living with the converuence of 
urban-life. Lush landscaping, fowering pines and oaks, and a 
park-like atmosphere complement Arbour Village. Just 
walking distance to UCF . 
• 2 laundry facilities 
• 2 swimming pools 
• Professional management 
•Exercise Room 
.Oversized walk-in closets 
.Small pets accepted 
• Volleyball/ 2 termis courts 
•Sauna 
FURNISHED APARTMEN~ ~VAILABLE 
11600 MacKay Boulevard• Orlando, Florida 32826 
( 407) 282-7333 
OUTLET· 




· Outlet World 
Mall? 
363-4670 
10% ·student discount on regular ·merchandise with UCF ID 
SERVICES 
Baby Haven-a 4C early learning 
center. Hours 6am to 6pm ages 6 
weeks to 6 years full time weekly rates 
start at $50 a challenging and 
rewarding environment for your child. 
8414 E. Colonial tel : 282-6226. 
COLLEGE MONEY AVAILABLE 
Financial aid grants scholarships 
money back guarantee no gpa 
requirements no proof of need 
required. For free information call 
now 656-5660. 
TYPISTS 
WP, EDITING: APA, MLA, etc. 3.66-0538 
WORDMASTERS 277·9600 
Student documents and resumes. 
Same day service available. IBM/AT, 
WordPerfect 5.0 
IBM letter quality/laser printing. 
Fast* Professional* Accurate 
KCO INC 1yping/ $1.50/ 658-9074 
Word Processing. Near UCF. 
366-0556 
Typing/Wordprocessing. Reasonable. 
WordPerfect 5.1. BA English. 
382-8599. 
Academic papers, resumes, tape 
transcription, reasonable rates, pick-up/ 
delivery at'UCF 277-6949. 
Papers, documents, word-processing 
WP 5. 1, great rates, fast 677-1598. 
LOST&FOUND 
Lost: Sharp Wizard Oz-8200S electronic 
organizer in black case with IC-cards 




CPA/former college instructor. 
Very experienced. 
Call Loretta at 629-1932. 
Experienced russian tutor/translator, all 






The following editorial 
positions will open on 
The Central Florida 
Future: 
~ Copy editor - re-
sponsible for all written 
work published each issue; 
ensuresthatcopyconfonns 
to AP style. 
~ Opinion editor -
responsible for the edito-
rial/opinion pages of each 
issue; works with editor in 
chief on staff editorial. 
Please call 823-6397 for 
further information. 
The Central Florida Future 
Not.yet too late for 
America to help with 
R11ssia's transition 
With the current state of affairs in Rus-sia-President Boris Yeltsin appoint-
ing himself as some kind of quasi-
dictator - the United States must examine 
its previous position on supplying aid to the 
former Soviet republic. 
It is clear that we should continue to send 
aid to the Russians, but we reccommend 
against any full-scale cash injections tQ their 
economy; 
While such a move might provide some 
immediately noticeable results, we submit 
the results would be short-lived at best and 
at worst would only exacerbate the already _ 
serious problems over there. 
Besides, we have seen too many times in 
the past how money funneled through ad-
ministrative channels tends.to get siphoned 
off before getting to the people who need it. 
What the Russians need more than cash is 
know-how. It is quite impossible to switch 
from Communism to Capitalism without 
experiencing any growing pains, as evidenced 
by the abysmal shape of the Russian economy. 
There needs to be a large amount ofhigh-level 
oooperation between Moscow and Washington 
We need to send some executives, experi-
enced farmers and other exp(3rts to Russia to 
help them make the transition to a market -
economy. This is not a completely novel idea. 
The United Way has been involved in a 
similar operation for years. Companies "do-
nate" an executive to the organization· for a 
year, and the company continues to pay the 
executive's salary. Perhaps the government 
could sponsor a similar program to benefit 
the Russians. If they couldn't pick up the tab 
for the salaries, they could at least entice 
companies to donate knowledgeable people 
by offering tax incentives. 
By providing the Russians with the tools to 
repair their own economy, we will avoid 
having to make long-term financial commit-
ments in the way of actual currency, not to' 
mention allowing the Russian people to re-
tain their pride in a way that simple charity 
would not. 
And we are not saying that loans to the 
Russians are out of the question, but by loans 
we mean exactly that- money that must be 
paid back, not just given then forgotten. 
We should also provide food and other 
humanitarian aid, and we should encourage 
other nations to do the same. 
It is a crying shame that the West has 
squandered its opportunity to endear itself 
to the Russian people. Russia is a nation 
filled with resources; the only thing it lacks 
now is resourcefulness. 
But that is a lack born out of years of 
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Running can ·adjust attitudes 
Jon Sargent 
LOST IN SPACE 
. - -
I 
twas the day of the big 
race: The Gasparilla 
Distance Classic. I was 
naturally excited because 
it was the first time I had 
run ' in a 15K (9.3 miles) 
race. Since I successfully 
ran (and survived) it, I felt 
justified in sharing_ my 
race experience with you. 
The festivities began 
, when the announcer di-
rected everyone to move toward the starting line in 
preparation for the race. As people started to move, 
the announcer proclaimed something to the effect of 
''THE RACE HAS NOT COMMENCED. YOU ARE 
MOVING TOWARD THE STARTING LINE." With 
several thousand bodies pushed against each other, 
I realized how thoughtful it was of the announcer to 
limit any possible confusion. One false move and 
everyone could be crushed to death in what could 
possibly be the largest human dominoes bonanza of 
all time. 
Then the signal to start was heard, and suddenly ... 
nothing happened. As the announcer correctly pointed 
out, everyone doesn't take off at once when there are 
several hundred people ahead of you. But slowly people 
started to move and the race was on! 
The first thing I noticed early on in the race was 
how friendly the other runners were. You could just 
turn to anyone next to you and start talking about 
practically anything. It was very refreshing to meet 
people that were so honest, sincere and friendly. 
I 
Unlike some people I know, these runners weren't 
misrepresenting who or what they were. And most 
were not overly impressed with themselves or their 
running ability (except possibly those who compete 
only to win the big money). 
The next thing I appreciated was the support of 
the people on the sidelines. It was a rare occasion for 
me to be cheered on by people I don't even know. 
I found myself so caught up in what was going on 
that suddenly the race ... was over! My race time was 
one hour, 15 minutes, which is roughly an eight-
minute mile. While this is by no means considered 
fast, at least I was able to fini.sh at a pace which was 
both comfortable and consistent. 
The obvious question in so~e people's minds who 
are reading this is: So what? What's so great about 
getting sweaty, tired and looking stupid as you bounce 
up and down on the pavement? While some answers 
are blatantly obvious, such as keeping physically fit 
and feeling a great sense of accomplishment, there are 
two reasons why running is important to me. 
First, running is the only activity during the day 
that clears my head. College life is full of pressure 
and having my head cleared of this pressure is not 
only a godsend but also is quite an achievement. 
· Second, running with other people creates a special 
bond between you and them. Everyone is working 
toward a common goal in bettering themselves. While 
otherindividual goals may be different, there is mutual 
respect and encouragement by those around you. 
My Gasparilla experience left me thinking bow 
better life would be if everyone worked toward a goal of 
improving some aspect of their life and then encour-
aged others to do the same. Certainly there are many 
opportunities other than running, such as volunteerism 
and activism, that share the same characteristics and 
provide the same rewarding results. 
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Care to go to Hell? It's on Livingston Ave. 
Brian Costello 
LE SOAPBOX 
B efore I start today's koo-koo krazy col-umn, let me first 
express a sense ofrelief that 
my friend Frog didn't win 
the Student Government 
election. I had no idea that 
giving away the $10,000 
yearly salary to charity was 
a violation of state law. I 
. could just see the scenario -
> Frog holed up in the SG 
> 
• 
office with the coppers outside waiting: 
"Okay Frog, we're on to you're little game. We 
have the place surrounded. Corne out slowly with 
your hands in the air and your paycheck out where 
we can see it. You have two minutes before we start 
shooting." 
Frog would remain resolute to his cause. 
''You'll never get me alive, coppers! This money's 
going to charity. I'll die before you get it!" 
Needless to say, the local media would just ignore 
In Limbo 
JV\ONDAY 1"1 MATH CLASS 
the "plucky young local boy who tried to make good" 
story. The fuzz would have shot and killed Frog the 
Lazy Bastard, and the world would have become an 
even duller place. 
But enough of that. I have important things to 
write about. So let's begin, shall we? 
I'm reading Dante's "Inferno." It's a cheery li'l tale 
about a guy who takes a tour of Hell. Hell is described 
as being dark, smelly, scary, loud and depressing. 
"That's funny," I thought to myself, "it sounds like 
he's describing The Edge." 
That's right, kind reader, I'm talking about that 
alleged cool place called The Edge. The Edge is Hell. 
Hell is The Edge. Therefore, The Edge is where bad 
dancers go when they die. 
l'v~ never seen so much bad dancing in my entire 
life. I mean techno-rave music goes out of its way to 
tell you _where the beat is, yet people still flap around 
erratically like wounded ducks on Ecstasy. 
The only time they don'~ flop around is before 
midnight. This is when The Edge is nice enough to 
play "alternative" music. 
You know, alternative, the stuff the record compa-
nies don't force radio stations (college or commercial) 
to play - the really underground stuff like that 
Nirvana band, or U2, or The Cure. When they play 
these "alternative" bands, Pavlov has rung his bell, 
and all The Edge people misbehave on cue by 
mashing. It's jock moshing, done more for the 
intent of proving your manhood instead of for fun. 
One night my drunk roommate ended up in a jock 
mosh pit as "Suck My Kiss" by The Red Hot Chili 
Peppers played (read "deafened"). He ended up 
with a big gash above his eyebrow, and he bled all 
over a shirt I lent him. 
For this he paid $5. 
I don't want to forget the interior decor of The 
Edge, which is surpassed only by McDonalds 
restaurants in terms of pre-fabrication. Nothing 
like dirty floors and fluorescent paint to give you 
that post-industrial interzone look that makes 
the young generation say, ''Wow!" Just add some 
hallucinatingpseudo-hippies with obligatory well-
groomed ponytails, some pouty-faced grunge girls 
trying to look jaded, a horde of horny Greeks 
trying to get some swinging singles action, and 
you have yourself a recipe for the most happening 
club in Orlando. 
Oh well, I guess that's all for this week. Do 
yourselfa favor and go see FIREHOSE and Naomi's 
Hair on April 8 at The Station. Unfortunately, The 
Edge decided to reschedule Henry Rollins' spoken 






Some exciting developments in cat care! 
' Dave Barry 
TRIBUNE MEDIA SERVICES 
0 ver the years, many cat-lovers have asked me: "Dave, how come you never write about cats? Is it because you don't LIKE cats? Is it because cats are 
vicious, unprincipled household parasites that will stroll 
up to the person who has fed them for 1 7 years and, 
without provocation, claw this person's shin flesh into 
, lasagna? Is it because they are lazy, ungr~teful, hairball-
spewing ... HEY! These aren'tcat-loverquotations!You're 
making these quotations up!" 
OK, so I do not harbor a great fondness for cats. Butl intend 
t.o change my ways, bec.ause I sinrerely, in my heart, want t.o 
cash in on the wave of Cat Mania that is sweeping the nation. 
'> The cause of this wave is, of oourse, the Clint.on family cat, 
Socks Rodham Clinton, who was recently ronfirrned as Offi-
cial White House Pet following lengthy Senate hearings in 
which it was determined that he had never knowingly em-
ployed illegal aliens. (Socks did, in his youth, experiment with 
catnip but he did not inhale.) 
So today fmgoingto report some exciting developments in 
) cat care. rm not making these developments up; they were all 
brought t.o my attention by alert, cat-loving readers such as 
Sharon Bolt.z, who sent me a newspaper advertisement for: 
., the Cat Tub. This is a cat-washing devire, and it's about time 
somel:xxly invented one, bee.a use if you have ever attempted 
t.o wash a cat by hand, you are dumber than you look. 
The Cat Tub ad has a phot.ograph of a cat sitting inside a 
wire basket; the cat's head and front paws are sticking out the 
t.op, through a I~ oollar. The basket has been submerged, 
up tn the cat's neck, in aclearplasticcylinderfilled with wat.er. 
There's a hose attached t.o a kit.chen faucet so that water 
circulates around the cat, like a washing machine. You just 
KNOW how much the cat is enjoying this. The cat is staring 
at the mmera, clearly thinking: "Somehow, someday, I am 
going tn evolve t.o the point where I can order a handgun by 
mail and GEr EVEN with the person who invented this." 
I called up this person, a San Diego architectural drafts-
man named Brad Davis, who t.oldme that he invented the Cat 
Tub five years ago for his cat, Juan, when he (Juan) developed 
a flea problem 
"Ihadfubathehimalot,anditwasVERYdifficult,"hesaid. 
"Cats go ballistic when you put them in water. And they have 
claws." (I just want t.o note for the rerord that dogs NEVER 
scrat.ch you when you wash them. They just beoome very sad 
and try t.o figure out what they did wrong.) Davis said that the 
Cat Tub restrains the cat "very humanely," so that it has no 
choire but to sit there and get clean and hate you. Although 
Davis claims that most cats seem t.o adjust. 
"OK, they don.,t LOVE it," he said. "But they TOLER-
ATE it." Anyway, I think this is a terrific sanitation ooncept, 
whichmightsomedaybeadaptedforusewithlargerh~ 
bathe species such as oows, horses and my son. The Cat Tub 
retails for$59.95; forrooreinformation, write t.o 2445Juan St., 
San Diego, Calif. 92110. Operat.ors, in the fonnofBrad Davis, 
are standing by. · 
Another new .wrinlde in cat hygiene was brought t.o my 
attention by Patricia Southward, who mailed me a newspaper 
article roncerninga senior-citiren talent show in Sanford, Fla 
The show featured an act by a woman named Harriett Boyd, 
her cat "Streaky," and her small dog. The article, by Mark 
Barfield, stat.es:"The little dog ran around the stage while 
Boyd held the cat draped over her shoulder, made it sit and 
stay on a stand while she walked away and vacuumed it. 
"Yes, she vacuumed the cat, to its obvious pleasure. She 
rubbed the roaring attachment over the cat's back while it 
stret.ched in luxurious appreciation" 
Needless t.o say, this act won the silver talent medal. I 
would not be surprised t.o see your bigintemational stars such 
as Michael Jackson vacuuming cats on stage while a little dog 
(played by Marky Mark) runs around. 
Anyway, let's say you have washed and vacuumed your 
cat, and now you'd like t.o give it a nice meal. But let's say, for 
one reason or another, your cat has no teeth. In this case you 
will want t.o purchase a product featured in an advertisement 
sent in by Ellen Feehan. The advertisement had a picture of 
a scientific-looking device, next to which is the following 
headline, which I swear I am not making up: 
"Only the Polytron redures an entire roouse t.o a soup-like 
homogenate in 30 seoonds." 
Like most people, I have always yearned for such a 
capability, so I called the manufacturer, Brinkmann Instru-
ments, and spoke with a cust.omer-seivice representative 
named Jeanette. She t.old me that the Polytron is used for 
lalx>rat.ory-sample preparation by the scientific oomrnunity, 
which is oonstantly striving t.o achieve important break-
throughs in mankind's ability t.o do stuff ro mice. 
"It's kind of like a very strong food processor," she said 
I asked her if any cat--Owners had boughtPolytrons so they 
oould provide their pets with nutritious liquid Mouse Treats, 
and she said she didn't think so, bee.a use the basic imdel oosts 
over $4,000. This is a lot of rmney for the average civilian, but 
your more afiluent cat-loving individuals and institutions 
oould easily afford a Polytron. I understand that the White 
House has ordered six. 
Henry Wilcox (Anthony Hopkins) and Margare~ Schlegel {Emma Thompson) during a 
touching moment in Howards End: (courtesy1sony) . 
)[ndependentt. fitllms 
Creating a stir in the Hollywood film industry 
A s the recent Academy Award nominations have 
shown, independent films 
have strayed into the mainstay of 
American films. The present trend 
suggests big budgets may not be 
needed .to make a box office suc-
cess. Of course, that could all 
change in an instant. But for right 
now, these films are creating a 
fervor around Hollywood. 
11TheCrying Game" (1992) 
-This Irish thriller/mystery has one 
of the most closely guarded plot 
twists since Alfred Hitchcock's 
"Psycho." The film, which has been 
showing in a small number of the-
aters since its release last Novem-
ber, has attracted a cult following. 
Aside from receiving six Academy 
-· 
Award nominations including Best Forest Whitaker and Stephen Rea star in Neil Jordan's The 
Picture, the film aiso made five Crying Game. · (courtesy/miramax) 
million dollars last week after b~-
• 
ing distributed to more the~ters. Remember, trick your 
friends into seeing the movie. Get a whole crowd to go 
see the movie. 
11EI Mariachi" (1992) -This film, which was made 
· for a measely 7,000 dollars, has become the talk of 
Hollywood. Shot in Mexico by young Robert Rodriquez, 
the film has been picked up for distribution by Columbia 
Pictures. Rodriquez's budget for his next film as a 
director will be six million dollars. 
Hey, the guy even appeared on 
Letterman's show. 
"Reservoir Dogs" (1992) -
Harvey Keitel saw the script of vio-
lence and humor about a bunch of 
scumbags by Quentin T aratino and 
immediately wanted to make it. 
T aratino directed the film to bra-
vado results. Right now Oliver Stone 
is looking to produce one of his screen-
plays, and T any Scott C"Top Gun") is 
directing one of his scripts, "True Ro-
mance, " staning Christian Slater and 
Dennis Hopper. . 
11Howard's End" (1992) -
This independent adaptation of E.M. 
Forster's novel offers a simple story 
with a superb cast including An-
thony Hopkins, Emma Thompson 
and Vanessa Redgrave. The fi!17i 
also received nine Academy Award 
"sex, lies and videotape" (1989) - This film of 
saxi.:al infidelity, betrayal and VCRs sparked wide-
spread talk much like "The Crying Game" is today. 
After this film, a flurry of sexually charged movies ~ 
invaded the mainstream including "Basic Instinct" and 
the upcoming "Sliver." By the way, from where do you 
suppose Rob Lowe got the idea for his under-age • 
Atlanta encounter? 
11Even Cowgirls Get The 
Blues" (1993) - This upcoming 
independent film from director Gus 
Van Sant offers another borderline 
insanity tale much like he did io 
"Drugstore Cowboy" and "My 
O•·vn Private Idaho." In this new 
film a female hitchhiker CUma 
Thurman) joins a sexually confused ' 
beauty ranch where they manufac-
ture male-servicing female cleans-
ing products. The film also stars ~ 
Keanu Reeves, River Phoenix, 
Rosanne Arnold and Faye 
Dunaway. Believe me, viewers, this • 
sounds like a really screwed-up 
film, but. hey. that's where creativ-
ity comes from. 
nominations including one for each Michael Madsen in Tarantino's 
of the actresses and one for Best Reservoir Dogs (courtesy/miramax) 
Picture. In any other year this film 
Because of a decline in big-
budget films, independents have 
come back full throttle. Are they 
here to stay or is this a weird phe-
nomena? Only time will tell. 
would have been overlooked, but this year for some 
~ strange reason it wasn't. Maybe it's just a fad. Or is it? 
• tim wassberg 
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Missiles, Sting and 2PAC with new music 
Sting 
Ten Summoner's Tales 
A&MRecords 
CThe Munificent Seven)," which starts off 
with a jazz overture, but turns into a country 
tune during the chorus. The album's closer, 
"Epilogue CNothing 'bout Mel," about ano-
nymity, sounds like a showtune. 
Overall, Ten Summoner's Tales is a play-
ful, yet extremely enjoyable album, showing 
the lighter side of Sting. 
• eyal goldshmid 




Some bands either have gqod lyrics or 
good music, but every once in a while a band 
comes along that . has both. This is King 
Sting's last album. The Soul Cages, was ' Missile. Their fifth album, Happy Hour, is an 
arguably his most perso.nal album. It was an hour of great music combined with insightful 
album of sorrow and mourning. It is only and highly amusing lyrics. King Missile is 
natural for him then to follow up The Soul John S. Hall with vocals. Chris Xefos on 
Cages with a less serious album, the im- bass and other fun instruments, Dave 
pressive and very enjoyable Ten Rick on guitar and Roger Murdock on 
Summoner's Tales. drums and other various instruments. , 
The 11 songs range in musical style from . The band's combination of musical t~l-
of topics from being different to nonconfor-
mity to protesting. 
~ the most amusing track on the 
ab.Im is ''I'm Sony." On this song, Hall tells of 
all the things he has never done such as never 
playing a decent game of jacks, never buying a 
Lionel Ritchie album or ever sleeping with the · 
Everly Brothers. 
All 60 minutes of HappyHourare full of both 
wit and vigor. King Missile is definitely worth a 
try for something a little different than the norm. 
Anybandthatapologizesforsa'Ningthelegsoff 
· the periodic table, is worth a try. 
• justin best 
central florida future 
2Pac seemed more concerned with 
machismo and bass than trying to cre-
ate rap songs that were fun to listen to. 
People don't mind listening to the trials 
and tribulations of the street, but at least 
pose the problems over some inventive 
beats and production work. 
That problem is not quite gone on his 
latest effort. Only For My N.I. G. G.AZ. The \ 
album's 16 tracks do pulse with a streetwise 
edge and slick sound that is the mark of all 
good rap albums. It brings to mind Ice Cube's 
·recent album The Predator. 
In. fact, Ice Cube and lce-T team up 
with 2Pac on the angry "Last Wordz, " 
proving to be one of the album's best 
moments. Also good is the track, "Holler 
If Ya Hear Me.". even if it sounds a bit 
like Eazy-E' s "Only If You Want It." 
The weakness of this album,. once 
again, is the constant slew of arrogant 
street tales. True. that is the perspec-
tive of rap ... but how many times can 
you rap about you and your hommies 
getting jacked? The new challenge for 
rap artists should be to see who can 
make a hard-core rap album without 
using the word nigger <or at least cut the 
usage in half>. country to jazz to classical ballads. Also, ent and humor is brilliantly displayed on 
1 Sting' s voic~ seems more vibrant than ever Happy Hour. 
before. The first single, "If I Ever Lose My Hall shows his diverse musical talent on 
FaithlnYou," asongofobsessivedevotion, this project with both singihg and spoken 
has Sting' s voice ringing in glory with every word songs. 
Street lingo complaints aside. 2Pac · 
does have his act in check. The sound 
and beats displayed here ar.e on par wit~ 
the production of groups like Public 
Enemy, which is no small feat. Whether 
~e is working with Digital Underground 
or on his own, 2Pac is slowly mastering 
the rap craft. -
2PAC 
chorus. The tnird song. "Fields Of Gold," "Detatchable Penis," the album's first 
about a wanderer's effect on a love-struck single, has made its way to number one on 
\NOman, is perhaps the most beautiful ~g on the cdlege charts. The song is a spoken . 
the album and the best ballad he has sung since story of a man and his tale of losing one of 
Only For My N.l.G.G.A.Z. 
lnterscope. Records 
"Every Breath You Take." his· body parts. · 
Sting shows a more playful style on such Another spoken-word-style. song is "It's 
' songs as "Love Is Stronger Than Justice Saturday," which talks of a different range 
Rapper 2Pac has come a long way 
from his first album, the inventively titled 
2PACALYPSE NOW On that album, 
• david j shoulberg 
staff writer 
11w Student Hf/ln~ Advocate Team. l!timurag~ the UCF OJ1mnunity to Join us this Frida,y at Happy Hour. •. 
Commemorative T-Shirts 
All participafbg faculty and staff members -
will receive a race t-shirt. Students who 
donate $5 or more in pled~:es will receive a 
t-shirt. Shirt sizes not guarontaed the day of 
the race. 
Individual Awards 
Awards will be given to the top three male 
and female finishers overall. Age group 
awards will be given to the top male and 
female finishers. Awards will not be 
duplicated. Wheelchair and Rollerblade 
overall awards will be given. 
Spirit Awards 
Spirit awards will be given to the 
Club/Open team and Faculty /Staff team 
with the highest number participating. · 
Spirit awards will be given to the Fraternity 
and Sorority with the highest percentage of 
members participating. · 
Kelsey's pizza parties to top 
Spirit Award winnersl 
Post-Race Party 
Includes live music, prize drawings and 
plenty of free food and drinks from 
Kelsey's pizzeria, Blimpie subs & salads, 
Calico Jack's, Nabisco.and more! 
Return registration form to the Campus 
Wellness Center Today! 









Marcb 26, 1993 
l..n~711 
Date: Friday, March 26, 1993 
Time: Check-in 4:30 pm Start 5:30 
pm 
Place: Sigma Phi Epsilon House 
Gemini Boulevard 
University of Central Florida 
Entry 
Fee: 
FREE. .... Registration for U.C.F. 
students 
$6 ......... Pre-registration for 
faculty and staff 
$8 ......... Day of race registration 





City State Zip 
Phone #SS 
Sex Age 
Teams {each member must submit 
individual registration form) 
(J Club/Open 




Cl Wheelchair a Rollerblade 
In consideration of this entry, I. the undersigned, 
intending to be legally bound, hereby, for myself. my 
heirs, executors. and administrators. waive all rights 
and claims I may have against UCF, the state of 
Florida. property owners. sponsors, beneficiaries. and 
their representatives, successors. af'ld assigns for any 
and all injuries suffered by me in this event I attest 
and verify that I arn physically flt and have trained 
sufficiently for the competition of this event. I 
understand that I am racing at my own risk. I further 
certify that I am a UCF student, faculty, or staff 
member. 
Signature (must be signed by parent if 






PARK 010 . o'1j 7¢ 
AIJ~ UCF . ~0 0 
STUDENTS 
\ ' ' 
,' EVERY TUESDAY NIGHT 
2 for 1 larg~ daiquiris 
an Davor 
310 S. Park Avenue 
647~8719 
r.-------------------------, i ' 1 . Bring in this ~upon and recei~e . 1 
• 11 ; · 4 Free Jello Shots 1 1-, I 
I on Tuesday· Only_ I 
I · Must be 21 Years Old to Enter · I 
~-------------------------~ 
BETA GAMMA SIGMA 
NATIONAL HONORARY SOCIETY 
This is to certW tfutt the foffuwi"9 persons have 6een. 
cfecfamf efigwfe for membership in. 
BETA GAMMA SIGMA 
6ytht University of Central Florida . Ch.apt.er 
~i:;s;-~ < t~<rv) OJ {l, Jr.~:_ 


















































Jolm Sfarnas Jr. 
Jacquelyn Thompson 
Letha Watts 
March 23, 1993 • F aG F3 
150,000 IN CASH AND PRIZES TO NATIONAL Wl\\ER! 
ATTENTION• LADIES 1AmNTION ( 
The search is on for the new 
Miss 1993 Florida World 
to represent Florida in the live, nationally 
televised, Miss 1993 World America. 
ENTER NOW! 
Each contestant will meet a 
STAR. SEARCH REPRESENTA11VE 
Areas of Competition 
EVENING WEAR• SWIMWEAR• INTERVIEW 
No performing talent required. 
STATE FINALS HEID MARCH 25 • 27 
SHARON BELDON/MISS 1992 nORIDA at Pleasure Island, Walt Disney World 
CrownedMiss1992W,orldAmericaon 1 800 442 1993 ABC television. - • • 
Ages 17 -24, Never married, U.S. Citizen, Resident for 6 months minimum. 
~ MISS 1993 FLORIDA WORLD 
Something for those 
of you who aren't taking 
Kaplan Prep 
w ·e·ve produced more top scores on tests like 
the LSAT, GMAT, GRE and MCAT than all 
other courses combined. Which means if you're 
not taking Kaplan Prep,™ you may need to take 
more than a #2 pencil to the test. 
KAPLAN 
. THE ANSWER TO THE 1EST QUESTION · 
273-7111· . 
°Q·ZAR·: THE LIVE ACTION 






" 3855 East 
Q Colonial Drive Reservations 
895-8291 
S!li.IOUS FUN WITH A LASER GUN · 
7 428 University Blvd. 
University Square Plaza 
Hours: Tues, Fri 
&Sat 9-6PM 
Wed& Thurs 
677-0768 Walk-ins Welcome 
9-8PM 
1- - - - - - - - - - - - - T - - - - - - - - - - - -
1 Hair Cut Special • COLOR SERVICE 
: $6.00 ~ s12.so 
(Reg. $8) 
1 
Save Save Save · 1 (Reg. $18) 
Not Valid With Any Other Offer I Not Valid With Any Other Offer 
- - - - - - - - - - - - T - - - - - - - - - - - - -1 
Fingers First! 1 Perm Special 1 
Sculpture Or Tips 1 $26 95 1 Full Set $ 2 8 I • I 
• (Reg. $40) I .
1 
(Reg. $38) : 
Fills $19.50 ·1 \Pf\9>~\ Includes 1 (Reg. $22) 1 £;1-\•-c & F' . h 
Nail Art Available I ut 1015 I 
Not Valid With Any Other Offer I Not Valid With Arty Other Offer I 
March 23, 1993 • The Central Florida Future 1 1 . ) > 
I 
·Joe Dean discusses UCFs 10-17 record 
• by Alan Byrd 
STAFF REPORTER 
The record breaking 1992-93 season has come to an 
• end for UCFs Running Knights. Aretro.spective look at 
the season revisits Sinua Phillips' breaking of the UCF 
assist record. And, Ray Carter hitting his 200th three 
• point shot. And, both Darryl Davis and Victor Saxton 
tyingthe UCF Division I game scoring highs. And, their 
10-17 record. Whatever may be remembered most, it 
• clearly was an eventful season. Never at a loss for 
words, Head Coach Joe Dean gives us his views on the 
season and the future. 
• CFF: What was your overall review of the season? 
Dean: Overall we made some good progress in a lot of 
areas. First, we played much better on the road this · 
• year. It was the most road victories of any Division I 
team in UCF history. 
Second, we basically played an entire season with no 
• seniors and, except for the two Southern games, we 
were in every game and. had a chance to win them. 
Obviously, the record was disappointing. We felt like 
~1 we had a chance to have a winning season. With a few • breaks here and there we could have won 14, 15, 16 
games possibly. The most disappointing aspect of the 
season was that we lost so many close games at home. · 
• We lost eight home games by six points or less and six 
of those games were by four points or less. That was the 
difference in our season. The difference between 10-1 7 
I 
• or 17-10. 
Hopefully next year we can turn that around. We've 
got all five starters returning and we've got two excel-
.__ lent transfers that have sat out this semester in Patrick 
Butts and Ochiel Swaby. And a big 6'9" player in Chuck 
Roberts from South Florida Community College. So 
next years team looks very strong and should contend 
• for the Trans America championship. 
CFF: Are all the starting positions up for grabs next 
year.? -
• Dean: I think the positions on the team will be r1wre 
competitive. We will have better depth and tougher 
practice sessions which certainly makes your team 
• better. 
CFF: What do you see as the most glaring thing to 
improve in the off season? 
• Dean: We have got to improve our skill level. We did 
not handle the ball very well this year. We were a very 
poor i>assing team and part of that comes from the lack 
• ofball handling skills. We are going to spend a lot of the 
off-season working with ballhandling, passing and 
shooting, we did not shoot free throws well for the third 
· cREw 
year in a row now. 
We have good athletes here, but they are not as 
skilled in the game ofbasketball as they should be. We 
talked about that and the players are committed to 
improving their overall game. 
CFF: What would you see as the one most impressive 
thing about this season as far as skills are concerned? 
Dean: I thought that the positive parts of this team 
were that we improved our defense and rebounding. At 
the beginning of the year it looked as if we were going 
to be a very suspect team defensively. As the year went 
on, I felt as if we got better and better defensively and 
became a solid rebounding team. 
You have to credit our front line players.-l. thought 
that Saxton, James Walker, James Harper and Davis, 
our main front line players, all played with consisten<.y 
in terms of their scoring and rebounding. 
Our weakness was in the backcourt. We did not have 
very strong guard play this year. We did not shoot a 
high percentage from the outside and our assist tc 
turn~ver ratio was not ~ood, both from the guard 
UCF Head Coach Joe Dean sees a positive 
future for the Running Knights. tDeHoeg n:uruRE) 
FROM PAGE 12 
• the youngest in the past 10 
years. 
UCF Recreational Services Spring 
Sports Schedule 
"I am seeing marked im-
• provement considering only 
four women have competed for 
UCF before," Kamrad said. 
Event Sign-up Deadline Playing Dates 
Racquetball Singles "B" March 26 Saturday 
May3-July8 
May3-July8 







to Augusta, Georgia for the 
Augusta Invitional Regatta 
this weekend . 
"The competition is high," 
Kamrad said. "I look for UCF 
to show that they are a force to 
be reckoned with." 
Comm Volleyball Apr. 27 
Call 823-2408 to sign-up for these leagues or for more 
information on these or any other service offered by 
Recreational Services. 
Looking for business, marketing or any major interested in earning rnoney: 
' The sky's the limit . 
The Central Florida Future has unlimited opportunities for advertising representatives. Pay-
ment is made on a generous commission basis and the only requirements are a positive and 
motivated personality. Prior experience in sales is helpful, but not required . 
Call Bill or Tisha at 823-2602. 
The sooner you start, the sooner you earn . 
r----------:TT'~ .. ---------------------1 Goocltor r~r'••• •r.uw1 
i $25 
STRESSED ••• 
looking fo1· a place lo li\'c? 
::::{"E) ll'c Gau llclp! 
I l.owru"tlyourmovc ~~ • Apnrtmcnls 
1 whcnyuu111ovoi.nl.onny -~ ~A · l l ou~cs 
1 apartmcntconununity • Dct.:11lcd Info 
1 we hnvc referred to you : ~:~,~~!ans 
I or • Arni ~1oro 
i , ycnrnmE11oollu11u1c Apartment Hunters 
1 lllntchi..11g:::.Crvicd ·ISO!! 1-:. \,oloninl lhi"o • Odnn<lo • (407)8!l:i-OMO 
~ --- -- - - - - - ~~~-----------------------1 
position. That's an area we have to look atfor next year. 
CFF: Are any of the transfers going to satisfy those 
needs? 
Dean: Butts is a guard. We feel like Butts will come in 
and really help our back court play. 
CFF: What do you see as coming about next season? 
Dean: The big thing at UCF is that we are a very young 
Division 1 program and we've never had a . winning 
season. We have no tradition in Division I basketball. 
We spend all our time working and building fu a point 
where we can have a winning season and maintain that 
winning position so one day we can win a champion-
ship .. That's our ultimate goal. I believe that n~xt years 
team will have a winning season and contend for the 
TAAC championship. .,,. 
As a matter of fact (Stetson coach) Glenn Wilkes 
made a comment to me after our road victory at FIU 
that we would be picked to win the conference. And I 
think that's the way a lot of people look at us in the 
~~.AC. ~\ 
VI~ have more returning players coming back than 
any other school in the TAAC. Those schools in the 
conference were senior oriented. They lose all their 
good seniors. We have everybody back, plus Swaby, 
Butts and Roberts. Also, I failed to mention .Howard 
Porter, a medical redshirt this year with a foot injury. 
He is going to be a tremendous basketball player here 
and will add a lot to the front line next yearfSo with 
those four ooming in to go with five returning"St.arters, 
this team looks to be very strong. ;~; 
CFF: But, the TAAC doesn't get an automatic bid to the 
NCAA ? . ..-,. . ,r, tournament. . :i,.~~ t·, 
Dean: Every indication form the conference o~ce says ~~ 
that we will get the automatic bid back. lt~ll be t:': 
announced after the Final Four. It looks to be definate ~ ·; 
that we will get the bid back, w~ will have a conference :~~ 
tournament~ and UCF will definitely be in th~:~ing {. -~ 
for the slot in the NCAA tournament. ::~ , ~~, 
CFF: Next season UCF will be competing in conference ~ ~ 
play. What do you see as the main difference ~tween ! ·~ 
this year and next year in that aspect? 
Dean: The main· difference will be the motivation 
factor, that we will be competing for a championship 
from day one. We will be playing full round robin 
scheduling against all the schools, home arid home, 
which we did not do this year. 
There's a championship ring at stake for someone. 
FIU won the ring this year and we beat them by 14 
points this season on their court. Certainly, that has to 
give us great confidence for the potential we have next 
year to win the championship ring. That's the attitude 
we are going to have going in to next season. '-, 
Sure air bags work great in front-
end collisions, but only a safety 
belt can protect you from side and 
rear-end collisions. So buckle up. 
And you'll cover all the angles. 
YOU CO LD LEARN A LOT FROM A DUMMY. 
BUCKLE YOUR SAFETY BElI 
Fu~ fJbmatm. call the AxtJil} & Chit! Safety lt1/lne /iaJ.424-:1393 
. : 
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Diamond Knights snag a pair Of wins. UCF crew 
by Alan Byrd Angulo. pearances at the plate. . After. knocking only three teams look 
STAFF REPORTER 
After playing 11 games in 
11 days, the Diamond Knights 
experienced a rare occurrence: 
a couple of days off. 
A break was the prescrip-
tion the doctor ordered for the 
Knights. When they returned 
to playon Wednesday, they 
beat Rhode Island at home, 6-
1. They also beat West Vir-
ginia in record breaking style, 
14-3, at Daytona Beach on 
Thursday. Over the weekend 
they lost two close games to 
Auburn, 4-3, 3-1, in Alabama. 
UCF center fielder Tony 
Marrillia had a brilliant game 
· against West Virginia. He went 
2-3 with two runs and two 
RBI's. More importantly, he · 
tied the UCF single game steal 
record, stealing six bases in 
six attempts. The record was 
formerly held by Tim Barker, 
who stole six bases in 1985. 
In addition, UCF left fielder 
Alex Morales, who got three 
base hits in three at-bats. and 
stole two . bases, sparkled in 
the game. 
Overall, the game proved to 
be an offensive showcase show-
down for the Knights as their 
bats lit up the night. A whop-
ping 15 hits were recorded, 
including five doubles, two by 
designated hitter Gabby 
The pitching staff also UCF started things hot in hits in five innings, the Dia-
shined. SteveSchneidergotthe the game. Second baseman mond Knights came alive in strong 
call for his first starting as- Eric Golden hit a lead off single the sixth. Golden reached first 
signment. He proceeded to to get on first. Shortstop Kevin on an error by the Auburn third Jenni Malone 
prove his worth, allowing three Wainscott got a base knock, baseman. After an ground out 
hits and three runs, all un- putting runners on first and by pinch hitter Jon Ball, ad- STAFF REPORTER 
earned, in six innings during second. Angulo was walked, vancing Golden to second, 
his first win. loading the bases. Marrillia Angulo was walked. With run-
The relief tandem of Jason came up and struck out for out aer~ at first and second, 
Schlutt and Michael Cimilluca number one. Marrillia slammed his third 
came on and shut the Moun- Up came Garcia and his triple of the year, scoring two 
taineers out, allowing only one steaming bat. He popped his runs. Marrillia was thrown out 
hit. first double of the game and on a fielders choice by Garcia. 
During the Rhode Island cleared the diamond. He went Garcia was caught stealing to 
g a m e on to score erid the inning. 
Wednesday off a Intheninth,rallycapswere 
the pitching ON THE AJRWA VES double by on as Angulo and Marrillia led 
s t a f f f i r s t offwithsingles.But,bothfailed 
showed its' Tonightis the Diamond Knights' game baseman to score. Right fielder Matt 
expertise. with Cornell can be heard on WUCF- S c o t t Amman was walked andhitin 
The combi- FM89.9beginningat7pm.JackStorey Muhlhan. by catcher Scott Loubier for 
nation of Joe and Mike McGovern will have all the UCF was the final score. 
Wagner and action live from the UCF Baseball up 4-0 at The final out came on a 
Jules Van Complex. The pre-game show will be- the time , strike out by Morales, leaving 
L a n d u y t · a n d two-men on base. gm at 6:45 p.m. 
dominated w o u l d Sunday's game against the 
the visitors tack on Tigers, missed the dramatics 
from the island not an island. two more. Golden and of the previous outing. UCF's 
They pitched a three hit won- Wainscott touching the home only run came in the second 
der with Wagner allowing only plate was all they would need. inning, when Marrillia scored 
one in five innings pitched. Unfortunately, the trip o:r:i a fielders choice by 
· Offensively, the Knights north to Auburn cooled offthe Wainscott.AuburnpitcherJa-
used .those flaming bats en Knights heated bats. son Johnson baffied UCF hit-
routetoa ten hit wonder led by· In the -game on Saturday; ters, scattering five hits over a 
third baseman Eddy Garcia. UCF starting pitcher Jimmy complete game. Schlutt, in his 
He was perfect from the plate Still spotted the Tigers four third straight relief appear-
hitting two doubles; scoring runs on 11 hits in six innings. ance, came on in the eighth 
two runs and driving in half of Although, a comeback was at- and gave up an insurance solo 
the Knights runs in two ap- tempted, the ~ightsfell short. home run. 
The UCF crew squad was 
nipped for first place by 
Rollins College in the Metro 
Cup regatta Saturday at 
Lake Maitland. The ~ights 
finished 18 points behind 
Rollins in overall competi-
tion. 
In men's competition, the 
Varsity 8 finished third be-
hind Rollins and guest en-
try Washington College. In 
Varsity 4, UCF finished 
third behind Washington 
and Rollins. In the fresh-
man novice 4, UC.F finished 
first in front of Rollins and 
Washington. 
In women's competition, 
the women's Varsity 8 and l 
freshman novice 4 finished 
first, with Washington and 
Rollins not far behind. The 
Knights sent two squads into 
competition in the freshman 
novice 4, with squad A fin-
ishing third and squad B ~ 
finishing fom-th. 
Coach Dennis Kamrad 
said this UCF crew squad is 
CREW continued page 11 
Magic end Midwest road 
trip on a winning note 




The Orlando Magic ended a four-game 
Midwest Division road trip by defeating 
the Denver Nuggets 
Pacers. 
Miami (29-34) is hot, wirining eight of 
.their last 10, including a 96-91 
victoryover Cleveland Saturday. Mean-
while, Detroit (29-35) qumped the Los1 
Angeles Lakers 106-101 Sunday to re-
main in the thick of things in the East. 
The Magic can't be looking over their 
114-108 Saturday r-----------:-----r----. 
shoulders just yet, as' 
they continue to chase 
Indiana and Atlanta. 
The Hawks (33-32)are 
playing good basketball 
and have climbed above 
the .500 mark in the' 
tough Central Division. 
night. 
However, the teams 
the Magic are chasing 
for the final spot in the 
Eastern Conference 
playoff chase are con-
tinuing to win. This leaves the Magic on 
the outside looking in as the Miami Heat 
come to town tonight. 
With 19 games remaining, the East-










If the playoffs were to begin today, 
five of the eight Eastern Conference 
participants would come from the Cen-
tral Division. 
Indiana (32-32) does not look like it 
will cool down anytime soon. The Pac-
ers snapped a nine-game road losing 
streak Sunday, by defeating the NBA's 
best team, the Phoenix Suns. The Pac-< 
ers dropped the Suns 109-108 and have 
won three straight. 
Orlando's mission is simply to get .. 
back on track and start winning. The 
Magic will play three of four games at 
home this week, including crucial 
games with the Heat tonight and De-
troit, next Tuesday. 
Greg Kite came off the bench for the Magic on-their recent road 
swing and muscled the opposition. (o.Hoog/FUTIJRE) 
The Magic (30-33) trail the Pacers 
(32-32) by three games and Atlanta by 
three and a half games. However, there 
are several teams looking over Orlando's 
should~r in pursuit of the Hawks and 
A tough back-to-back weekend is on 
tap with a road game at Chicago Fri- ' 
day and the New Jersey Nets at home 
Saturday. 
INTERVIEW WITH.JOE DEAN page 11 
